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DEAR DIARY JOURNALING
Dear diary style journaling is what a lot of people think of when they think of journaling. It’s 
what we remember from childhood. Our locked little journals that we hid under the mattress 
where we spilled all of our secrets. I think people’s perception of this being what journaling is 
what may turn some people off from journaling because they don’t think they have any inter-
est in Dear Diary style writing.

Well this style of journaling of course has its benefits. Dear diary journaling, where you basi-
cally recount your day’s happenings and random thoughts as if you were talking to a close 
friend, is a wonderful way of recording what is going on in your life. It is a great way to get 
things off your chest and also to track the important, and even not so important, events and 
happenings in your life. This can be really fun to look at down the road. I wish I had old diaries 
I could look back on now!

The Dear Diary type of journaling can easily branch off into many of the other forms of journ-
aling mentioned in this course. You may start simply talking about what frustrated you about 
your day but that can ease into you reflecting on why things happened that way and planning 
how you can change things to achieve a different outcome. You may find yourself venting to 
your journal about someone or something that angered you or hurt your feelings that day and 
that can naturally shift into journaling for emotional processing and healing. You can be talk-
ing about the good things that happened that day which is a natural way of gratitude journal-
ing.

So don’t write off daily, dated, dear diary style journaling too quickly. It may be a great place to 
start!

So let’s give it a try and see how you feel about the good ‘ol Dear Diary. If you’re watching this 
early morning then you can use yesterday for your entry. If you are a good way through your 
day then today use today. Date your page, begin with Dear Diary…. and describe your day!

Dear Diary…
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